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Mechanical properties of the superficial biofilm layer determine the architecture of biofilm

Binu Kundukad, Thomas Seviour, Yang Liang, Scott A. Rice, Staffan Kjelleberg, and Patrick S. Doyle

Cells in biofilms sense and interact with their environment through the extracellular matrix. The physicochemical properties of the matrix, particularly at the biofilm-environment interface, determine how cells respond to changing conditions. In this study we describe the application of atomic force microscopy and confocal imaging to probe in situ the mechanical properties of these interface regions and to elucidate how key matrix components can contribute to the physical sensing by the cells. We describe how the Young’s modulus of microcolonies differs according to the size and morphology of microcolonies, as well as the flow rate. The Young’s modulus increased as a function of microcolony diameter, which was correlated with the production of the polysaccharide Psl at later stages of maturation for hemispherical or mushroom shaped microcolonies. The Young’s modulus of the periphery of the biofilm colony was however independent of the hydrodynamic shear. The morphology of the microcolonies also influenced interfacial or peripheral stiffness. Microcolonies with a diffuse morphology had a lower Young’s modulus than isolated, circular ones and this phenomena was due to a deficiency of Psl. In this way, changes in the specific polysaccharide components imbue the biofilm with distinct physical properties that may modulate the way in which bacteria perceive or respond to their environment. Further, the physical properties of the polysaccharides are closely linked to the specific architectures formed by the developing biofilm.

1 Introduction

Biofilms are formed when microorganisms secrete a viscoelastic matrix of extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) that adheres them to surfaces and to each other. The EPS is a cross-linked network of polymers made up of polysaccharides, nucleic acids, proteins and other macromolecules that facilitate biofilm formation and maintenance. The matrix also facilitates cell-cell interactions, including between species and the matrix biopolymers and is often cited for its contribution to protection of the cells from environmental stresses, and for providing the three-dimensional architecture of the biofilm. The matrix typically accounts for 90% of the dry mass of biofilms compared to just 10% for the bacteria; its composition and structure define the physicochemical properties of biofilms as well as contribute to key properties such as antibiotic resistance and processes including detachment.

Imaging techniques such as Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) have provided much structural information on biofilms, revealing the existence of distinct morphotypes such as mushroom-shaped microcolonies, the spatial distribution of EPS, and the extent of cell viability. However CLSM requires that biofilm constituents be stained, which may alter the mechanical properties of matrix components depending on the mode of binding. While there have been advances in imaging techniques, including two-photon laser based confocal imaging and optical coherent tomography, such techniques alone provide little information on biofilm growth mechanisms or how cells interact between themselves and with their environment. To obtain such information requires the means to couple advanced imaging with quantitative and spatial elucidation of, and to effectively probe, the bio- and physicochemical properties of the matrix from which the biofilm is comprised.

Many biophysical tools have thus recently been applied to biofilms to describe properties of physiological significance. For example, the rheological properties of the biofilm has been shown to influence a range of key biofilm functions including micro-colony migration, antibiotic resistance and the effect of changes in environmental factors such as temperature, osmotic stress and
pH$^{12-15}$. Tensile testing using a microcantilever has shown that the mechanical properties of biofilm are dependent on the strain rate$^{16}$. Microfluidic methods have also been used to probe the mechanical properties of biofilms$^{17}$. Tracking the movement of individual bacterial cells during the initial stages of growth has also been undertaken to elucidate the microrheology of the immediate environment of bacterial cells within biofilms$^{18}$. Particle tracking was also applied to describe the depth dependence of charge density and viscoelasticity in biofilms of E. coli$^{19}$ and to map local viscoelastic properties within biofilms according to the mobility of immobilized beads$^{20}$. While these are examples of passive microrheological methods, active techniques such as magnetic tweezers, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and other micromanipulation tools$^{21-23}$ have also been applied to study biofilms. Magnetic tweezing, for example, also revealed that elastic compliance depends on biofilm thickness and flow rate$^{21}$.

AFM is being increasingly applied to understand microbial systems, allowing for very high-resolution mechanical manipulation across a range of growth states and length scales, from single cells to biofilms$^{24,25}$. It is a non-destructive technique that obviates the use of stains and has thus been used to describe a range of key physiological biofilm traits, including their adhesive and cohesive properties$^{23,26,27}$ and viscoelastic properties at nano Newton resolution$^{22}$. However, AFM requires physical contact between the probe and the biofilm, which poses a challenge for biofilms grown in flow cells given that they are typically closed systems. Earlier AFM studies therefore focused on microcolonies grown on agar plates$^{28}$, under static conditions. Microbead force spectroscopy has been used to measure the elastic modulus and adhesive forces of biofilms grown under flow conditions. In that study, P. aeruginosa PA01 biofilms were grown directly on the microbeads, which acted as the probe for the indentation study. The thickness of the early and mature biofilms used in those experiments were 0.5 μm and 3 μm respectively and mature biofilms were found to be softer than the early stage biofilms$^{29}$. In another study, AFM was used to probe the biofilm grown in open flow cell. However the narrow channels only allowed a thin layer of the biofilms to be probed$^{30}$.

Natural biofilms are exposed to a range of flow and nutrient conditions with gradients established longitudinally, radially and laterally. They form microcolony variants and establish different morphotypes with architectures ranging from hemispherical microcolonies of height more than 100 μm, thin bacterial plains only 10 μm in depth, to microcolonies that spread out and coalesce to form even bigger microcolonies. Thus, to obtain detailed force measurements that can be directly correlated to biofilm structures, it is necessary to perform such AFM measurements in a flow through system that can be manipulated to test, among other parameters the effects of flow rate and species composition, without disrupting the biofilm architecture. Here we describe an open flow cell in which biofilms can be grown under conditions to simulate fluctuations expected in environmental settings, but in which the biofilms can also be accessed and manipulated by AFM without disrupting the structure or state of the biofilm. We then applied AFM to describe how the Young's modulus of biofilms at their environmental interface change according to morphotypes, size and flow rate.

## 2 Materials and methods

### 2.1 Open flow chamber

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) flow cells were fabricated from a 3D printed stamp, using a Sylgard 184 kit (Dow Corning, UK). The flow cell had a straight channel with dimensions 0.2 cm × 0.5 cm × 3 cm (height × width × length). PDMS monomer and the curing agent were mixed in a 10:1 ratio (w/w) and this mixture was placed in a vacuum chamber for 1 h to remove air bubbles trapped during mixing. The mixture was then slowly poured into the mould and left at room temperature for 24 h after which it was incubated at 70° C for 1 h. Once the PDMS cooled, it was removed from the mould and sealed with a clean cover slip. Here the interaction between the glass and the PDMS is strong enough to hold the flowing media at the flow rates used in this work. Once the biofilms formed inside the channels, the PDMS part of the channel could be easily removed and the cover slip containing the biofilm was transferred to a petri dish containing 0.85% NaCl solution (Figure 1 A and B). The NaCl solution was pipetted out and replaced with fresh solution three times to remove non-attached cells and then probed using atomic force microscope.

### 2.2 Flow system

Continuous flow of nutrients was provided by a simple, gravity fed system, which comprised of an inverted conical flask (1 L), with a one-hole rubber stopper. A clinical transfusion kit (Baxter, UK) was inserted into the rubber stopper and this allows for adjustment of the flow rate. This system provides a continuous flow rather than a pulsating flow as is in the case when using a peristaltic pump.
2.3 Sample Preparation

2.3.1 Hydrogel

Cylindrical poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogel particles of diameter 48 μm and height 30 μm were synthesized with stop-flow lithography (SFL) as described. The chemical composition of the particles were 20% (v/v) PEG-DA 700, 5% (v/v) Darocur 1173, 40% (v/v) PEG 200, and 35% dH₂O.

2.3.2 Biofilms formation

The alginate overproducing Pseudomonas aeruginosa mucA strain was used in all experiments. Fluorescently-tagged strains were constructed by the insertion of a mini-Tn7-enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP)-Gm cassette as described. Overnight cultures of P. aeruginosa strains were grown in Luria-Bertani broth (5 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L tryptone) at 37°C under shaking conditions (200 rpm). The overnight P. aeruginosa culture was diluted to an optical density range of 0.4 to 0.5 for Poisson’s ratio (ν) of 0.5. Typical biofilm studies have used a value within a range of 0.4 to 0.5 for Poisson’s ratio. Hertz model assumes that there are no adhesive forces between the indentation tip and the sample surface. It assumes that the contact is between two isotropic, linear elastic spheres, where the Young’s modulus of the biofilm was obtained from the force-indentation curve using the Hertz model for spherical indenter, where force is related to the indentation depth according to the equation:

\[ F = \frac{E}{1-\nu^2} \left[ \frac{a^2 + R^2}{2} \ln \frac{R + a}{R - a} - aR \right] \]  

\[ \delta = \frac{a \ln R + a}{2 R - a} \]  

\[ a = \sqrt{R \delta} \]  

where, R is the radius of the indenter, E is the Young’s modulus, δ is the indentation depth and ν is the Poisson’s ratio which has been taken as 0.5. Typical biofilm studies have used a value with in a range of 0.4 to 0.5 for Poisson’s ratio. Hertz model assumes that there are no adhesive forces between the indentation tip and the sample surface. It assumes that the contact is between two isotropic, linear elastic spheres, where the Young’s modulus of the materials can be obtained from the deformation and the force applied to the sample. Hertz theory was later modified to account for strong adhesive and surface forces by Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR theory) and Derjaguin, Muller, and Toporov (DMT theory). These models are applicable for soft samples with strong adhesive force. The force curves measured in our system did not show surface interactions and the adhesive forces were less than 0.2 nN and hence justifies the use of Hertz model.
2.6 Fluorescent staining and image acquisition
Concanavalin A, Texas Red Conjugate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) at a concentration of 100 µg/mL was used to stain the Psl exopolysaccharides, of the 3 d biofilm for 20 min under static conditions. Three dimensional image stacks of biofilm colonies of different sizes were acquired using FluoView 1000 confocal microscope (Olympus Japan). Two image channels were acquired for each stack, GFP 488 and Alexa 594. The number of z-stacks depended on the height of the colonies. The mean grey value for Alexa 594 for each frame of the z-stack was obtained using Image J (NIH, US).

3 Results
3.1 Control experiments on curved gel surface
In this study we aimed to describe how the mechanical properties at the biofilm periphery determine the architecture of the biofilm microcolony. We therefore determined the Young’s modulus, \( E \), of biofilms as a function of size, morphology and flow rate. To validate this approach and rule out the possibility of artifacts in the measurements due to the curvature of biofilm surfaces, the Young’s modulus was first determined from the surface of cylindrical, homogenous hydrogels. The hydrogels used in these experiments had a diameter of 48 µm and height of 30 µm, approximately the size of the smallest microcolonies studied here. The force curves were obtained from 60 different points each along the circumference, height, edges and in a spiral manner at the centre as in Figure 2 A, B, C and D respectively. The average Young’s modulus obtained from the measurements along the circumference, height and in a spiral pattern was 3.3±0.9 kPa, 3.3±0.9 kPa and 3.6±0.6 kPa respectively. However, measurements made along the edges of the hydrogel particles (< 5 µm from the edge) gave a lower \( E \) value of 1.6±0.3 kPa. These values were highly reproducible when compared with multiple hydrogel cylinders tested independently. Hence, to avoid having a biased data by taking measurements along only one specific direction, all data were obtained by measuring points in a spiral manner (Figure 2D). At an indentation depth of 500 nm the contact radius of the probe is 1.6 µm. As the ratio of the contact radius of the probe to the radius of curvature of the colony is small, the surface can be considered to be planar. Deviation in the measured \( E \) values was observed only if measurements were made at distances less than 5 µm from the edges of the hydrogels.

3.2 Plains and mushroom-shaped microcolonies have different surface mechanics
P. aeruginosa biofilms were grown in the flow cell for 3 d at a flow velocity of 0.03 cm/s. On day 3, a thin layer of biofilm of up to 10 µm thick covering the glass surface of the flow cell (henceforth referred to as ‘plains’) as well as randomly located hemispherical microcolonies of about 100 µm in height were observed. Indentation curves for the two different regions were compared (Figure 3A). The difference in penetration depths on the biofilm surfaces and the non-deformable surface gives the indentation depth. A force of 4 nN indented the microcolony to a depth of 4 µm and the plain to 1 µm, demonstrating that the surface of the plains was stiffer than that of the microcolonies.

Unlike the force curves obtained from the glass surface, the force curves obtained from the biofilm microcolonies and plains displayed two distinct regions (Figure 3B), a small slope region immediately after the contact point followed by a steeper slope. This illustrates that the peripheral regions of the biofilm had distinct rheological properties as compared to the deeper regions of the biofilm, with the small slope region attributable to the response from the EPS on the surface of the biofilm.

The Young’s modulus, \( E \), was obtained by fitting the Hertz model to all force curves. About 10 force curves were analysed and \( E \) values were obtained by increasing the fit range in steps of 0.05 µm. A representative curve of the Young’s modulus as a function of increasing indentation depth in the case of microcolony and plains is shown in Figure 4A.

For both morphotypes, after an initial equilibration of up to a depth of 100 nm, \( E \) was constant with increasing indentation depth. This plateau extended to a depth of 1 µm in the case of the microcolony (as shown by the red circles) and to a depth of about 0.3 µm (blue squares) in the case of the plains. Hence the average Young’s modulus was obtained by fitting the Hertz model to all the force curves up to a depth of 0.3 µm. Figure 4B shows the probability distribution of the Young’s modulus obtained from 60 force curves. The average \( E \) value was 20 Pa for the microcolonies and 35 Pa for the plains. This demonstrates that the matrix at the surface of the microcolonies was softer than that of the plains. We also observed that the surface of the plains was much more rheologically heterogeneous, with \( E \) ranging from 20 to 1000 Pa depending on the thickness of the biofilm.

3.3 Microcolony size is a greater determinant of superficial biofilm rheology than hydrodynamic shear
To investigate whether biofilms responded to increasing hydrodynamic shear by modifying their interfacial rheology, biofilms were grown at three different flow velocities, 0.03, 0.0125 and 0.006 cm/s which correspond to a mean hydrodynamic shear rate of

\[0.2 \text{ dynes/cm}^2\]
of 0.15, 0.0625 and 0.03 s\(^{-1}\). Following 3 d of growth of the biofilm, microcolonies were observed at random locations along the length of the flow cell. The size of those microcolonies was not uniform and varied in average diameter from 40 to 200 \(\mu \text{m}\).

The dependence of superficial \(E\) on microcolony diameter was investigated to understand the contribution of the rheological properties of the matrix to the structure of the microcolonies. For this purpose, biofilms grown at flow velocities of 0.0125 and 0.003 cm/s were studied. The probability distribution of superficial \(E\) for microcolonies of different sizes was determined for microcolonies with average diameter ranging from 39 to 203 \(\mu \text{m}\) (Figure 5A). The average \(E\) value for smaller microcolonies with average diameter <100 \(\mu \text{m}\) was approximately 10 Pa. The \(E\) values for the microcolonies with average diameters of 108, 117 and 200 were found to be 17, 19 and 25 Pa, respectively. The average biofilm surface \(E\) was plotted as a function of average microcolony diameter (Figure 5B). It can be seen that the Young’s modulus increases with diameter up to an average diameter of 150 \(\mu \text{m}\) but seems to approach a plateau thereafter. The data for larger diameters are not available as the larger spherical microcolonies either disperse or form diffuse colonies.

This also demonstrated that superficial biofilm stiffness was most closely related to microcolony size rather than hydrodynamic shear. To investigate further whether biofilm surface \(E\) did in fact depend more on microcolony size than flow velocity, microcolonies of similar sizes, ranging from 108 to 114 \(\mu \text{m}\) in diameter, grown at three flow velocities were probed for their surface mechanical properties (Figure 5C). This analysis indicated that the Young’s modulus of the superficial layer of microcolonies was independent of flow velocity with an average \(E\) of 17 Pa for similarly sized colonies (\(\approx\)110 \(\mu \text{m}\) diameter).

### 3.4 Morphologically different colonies behaved differently

While the size-dependence of superficial biofilm rheology focused on hemispherical microcolonies, we also observed a subset of microcolonies that were far less regular in form. Approximately 10% of the colonies had poorly defined boundaries, and many appeared to have coalesced into larger microcolonies (Figure 6A). Microcolonies with this irregular, diffuse morphology tended to have a larger cross-sectional area compared to the hemispherical microcolonies. For example, one such irregular microcolony had an average diameter of 406 \(\mu \text{m}\) whereas the largest of the mushroom shaped microcolonies had a diameter of approximately 200 \(\mu \text{m}\) after 3 d of growth at a 0.03 cm/s flow velocity (Figure 6A). We postulated that the superficial \(E\) of the diffuse microcolonies would differ from the more regular colonies and thus compared similarly sized microcolonies of the two distinct forms. The probability distributions of \(E\) for hemispherical colony of average diameter 152 \(\mu \text{m}\) and a diffuse colony of average diameter 167 \(\mu \text{m}\) (Figure 7A and B) indicated that the hemispherical colony was stiffer than the diffuse colony with \(E\) values of 28 Pa and 11 Pa,
3.5 Observation of polysaccharide Psl

Earlier particle tracking studies have shown that the polysaccharide, Psl contributes to the stiffening of biofilms, as the biofilms formed by Pel mutant strain of P. aeruginosa had a lower creep compliance than the wild type. Hence we proposed that the observed size dependent increase in E at the superficial surface of the hemispherical microcolonies could be the result of the expression of Psl. To test our hypothesis, we stained the biofilms for Psl and observed the presence of Psl at the outer surface close to the base of the microcolonies, which is in agreement with previously reported results. In addition to this, Psl was also observed as patches on the uppermost surface of larger microcolonies of diameter around 126 µm (Figure 8A). While there was a higher intensity of red fluorescence, representative of Psl, at the base of small microcolonies, the intensity decreased towards the top of the colony in the case of smaller colony of average diameter about 83 µm (Figure 8D). A comparison of Psl stain intensity as a function of height from the substratum is shown in Figure 8F. There is a higher intensity at around 22 µm from the base which is in agreement with the previously reported results that Psl is present at the base of the microcolonies. The intensity decreased towards the top of the smaller microcolonies. In larger microcolonies, however, a second peak in fluorescence intensity at a height of 73 µm was observed, indicating that Psl is expressed at a later stage of growth when the microcolonies reach these larger sizes. The diffuse colonies however did not show the presence of Psl on the uppermost surface (Figure 9 A and B).

4 Discussion

Interfacial properties are crucial for biofilm function. They determine not only how biofilms sense their physical environment, but also how they sense their chemical environment through irreversible and reversible associations. In particular, the matrix potentially plays a role in the signalling responses of bacteria, where the matrix absorbs the signal molecules at concentrations higher than can be achieved in the surrounding aqueous environment. Similarly, the superficial region of biofilms mediates interactions between biofilm-forming pathogens and hosts. This region mediates modifications in the physicochemical properties of colonized surfaces and changes in host immune responses.
For example, the matrix facilitates the "launch a shield" response where rhamnolipids surround biofilms and deactivate polymorphonuclear neutrophilic leukocytes. These examples, plus the understanding that the matrix also plays a role in the increased tolerance of the biofilm to antimicrobials highlights the need to fully elucidate the roles of exopolymers in these biofilm specific interactions with other community members. The methodology described in this study represents one such tool that allows for the probing of a native biofilm to describe its surface properties and how they change during different developmental stages.

The method developed here was used to specifically describe biofilm surface mechanics. To date, studying the rheological properties of biofilms has involved the use of rheometer or introducing foreign particles such as microbeads or magnetic probes. In contrast, the development of open flow cells coupled with atomic force microscopy allowed us to investigate the impact of shear forces on the development of biofilm structure and the relationship with its viscoelastic properties without disrupting the biofilm structure. Another important consideration when obtaining the Young's modulus of soft biological samples is the accurate determination of the optimum contact point. Various authors have used different approaches to determine the contact point.

Here, the deflection of the cantilever was assumed to be due to the mechanical indentation of the biofilm. We assumed that the small characteristic slope observed immediately upon contact was due to the superficial biofilm EPS. This approach is supported by earlier studies showing that if the polysaccharide layer in a single bacterium is removed, this soft slope disappears. Some authors have attributed the nonlinear response after the contact point to surface forces and steric interactions. However, these forces are prominent only at low ionic strength of less than 1 mM. In this study, we have used an ionic strength of 145 mM NaCl and hence the effect of the surface interactions could be ignored. Previous studies have shown that biofilms are sensitive to osmotic stress as there was a dependence of elastic and viscous moduli on the salt concentrations. The NaCl concentration used in this study is close to the normal saline concentration.

Traditionally viscoelastic properties of materials are modelled by spring and dashpot elements under indentation loading, where spring and the dashpot represent the elastic and the viscous properties respectively. This approach has been used to model the viscoelastic properties of materials in atomic force microscopy. Different authors have used the three-element Voigt model or the four-element Maxwell-Voigt model to represent the properties of biofilms. When the AFM tip is in contact with the sample under a steady force for a certain period of time, two regions are observed in the indentation curve (a) the instantaneous indentation immediately after the contact time (b) followed by a time dependent indentation or the creep. The above models are used to obtain the viscoelastic properties from the creep indentation. In this paper we have obtained the Young’s modulus by fitting the time independent Hertz model described in equation 1 to the instantaneous indentation.

Vastly different surface mechanics were observed for microcolonies and plains, with the microcolonies being softer than the plains. This can be attributed to the fact that the colonies express more EPS to facilitate the formation and maintenance of the architecture of biofilm microcolonies. The plains, on the other hand, are more heterogeneous with $E$ ranging from 30 Pa to 2 kPa, which may be due to the different composition of the matrix corresponding to varying thickness of the biofilm plains along the length of the flow cell. The Young’s modulus of the colonies measured here agrees with most data reported in the literatures, with values ranging from 20 Pa to 300 Pa. However, studies using AFM to measure the viscoelastic properties of biofilm reported much larger values, ranging from 15 kPa to 1 MPa which has been attributed to variations in growth conditions, the type and age of the samples, the length scale and duration of the measurement and the magnitude of the applied stress. Other works involving compression and uniaxial micro-indentation have also reported Young’s moduli ranging from 6 to 8 kPa. These differences in moduli from Pa to kPa range observed by different authors can be related to the difference in the thickness of the expressed EPS which in turn can be related to the thickness of the biofilm and the formation of microcolonies. The microcolonies at different stages of maturity was also found to express different components of the matrix, which can contribute to the differences in values by different authors.

In this study, microcolony size was found to be the primary determinant of microcolony surface rheology. It has been reported that biofilm colony growth occurs at the periphery rather than in the interior. This demonstrates that the periphery of the microcolonies is dynamic, compositionally and mechanically. This may involve either the expression of different kinds of polysaccharides or other components that determine biofilm architecture according to the stage of growth. Here, the rheological properties, however, were found to be independent of the flow rate. Earlier studies on biofilm streamers under turbulent flow conditions posited that their rheology of the streamers depended on flow rate. Magnetic tweezer experiments on biofilms have shown that the rheological properties of biofilms are dependent on the flow rate with creep compliance being larger for biofilms grown under higher flow rate. However, in the same study the authors noted that this dependence did not apply to regions closer to the surface of the biofilm. Our observation of the dependence...
of mechanical properties of the superficial layer of the biofilm on the flow rate is thus consistent with those earlier publications.

The formation of the characteristic mushroom-shaped microcolony structures has been shown previously to require the polysaccharides Psl and alginate. Confocal images of the hemispherical microcolonies presented here revealed patchy distributions of the Psl polysaccharide at the outermost layer of larger colonies and a lack of Psl on smaller hemispherical colonies and large diffuse colonies. The observed increase in the E values of the microcolonies are due to the increasing production of Psl polysaccharides on larger microcolonies. Beyond the diameter of about 150 µm, the linear dependence tend to reach a plateau as the colonies reach the dispersion stage of the biofilm life cycle and may lead to the thinning of the Psl matrix. Hence, we could correlate the change in the mechanical properties of microcolonies to the change in the composition of the matrix of the growing biofilm. Our work highlights that the dynamic expression patterns of biofilm matrix products are associated with the microcolony size and physical properties, which might have essential roles in biofilm physiology with regards to, for example, antimicrobial tolerance, resistance to the host immune responses and dispersal.

5 Conclusion

AFM has been shown to be an effective tool for scanning the material properties of biofilm surfaces. The flow cell described herein could be opened and accessed by the AFM cantilever, allowing for controlled growth of biofilms and probing of biofilm surface mechanics at desired locations. While this was used to describe surface mechanics, AFM is a suitable method for analyzing a range of mechanical properties contributing to biofilm interactions with their environments. We thus demonstrated that the mechanics of microcolonies differed from the plains and depended on colony size. Further, microcolony size was a greater determinant factor of the biofilm mechanics than hydrodynamic shear. The positive correlation between biofilm surface stiffness with microcolony size was attributed to the differential expression of biofilm EPS according to stage of biofilm growth.
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